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Disclaimer

Please read the “Disclaimer” section of this document scrupulously. This section of the

Bit4Eco whitepaper was last updated on 15th March 2024.

It should be noted that this whitepaper serves only an informational purpose, and

therefore, cannot be viewed as legal, financial, or investment advice. Additionally, this

whitepaper is not meant as an invitation for investment, nor does it request for any form

of contractual responsibility. If you have any reservations, we highly recommend that

you seek the advice of a trusted licit or financial fiduciary.

All external references presented in the whitepaper are meant to be designated as

representations and should not be regarded as Bit4Eco approving of their information or

notional theorizations.

Bit4Eco has exercised a high degree of competence and diligence when drafting this

document. However, there is still a liability of error. Bit4Eco does not explicitly ensure the

precision of the information and facts presented in this document. Furthermore, by

reading this whitepaper, you agree to exempt Bit4Eco from any damages emerging

directly or indirectly from relying upon the information disclosed in this document.

The modification, duplication, or distribution of this whitepaper or any of its

components, either in part or whole without prior written consent from Bit4Eco is

discouraged. By utilising this whitepaper, the reader accepts that Bit4Eco is the sole

owner of any intellectual property mentioned in this document.

There are some estimations and notional theorizations presented in the whitepaper that

can be termed as forward-looking statements. These include and are not limited to,

evaluations made with regards to Bit4Eco’s projected revenue, growth rate, future

products and services, and road map, among other statements similar in approach.

The reader of this whitepaper expresses explicit acknowledgement of the fact that these

forward-looking proclamations are merely valuations and predictions that are subject to

market risk.

The whitepaper published by Bit4Eco is not subject to the jurisdiction of any legal body.

Furthermore, the information presented in this whitepaper has not been examined or
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approved by any regulatory body. Hence, no legal action will be accommodated under

the laws and regulations of any jurisdiction.

Additionally, the Bit4Eco Token is a utility cryptocurrency, and cannot be viewed as a

form of investment, arbitrage, or any form of speculation that is projected for immediate

sale and financial gains.

By agreeing to read this whitepaper, and by soliciting information about Bit4Eco or by

purchasing Bit4Eco coins, you, the reader has confirmed that you have read, understood,

and accept the terms put forth in the section titled “DISCLAIMER.”

Abstract

This whitepaper provides an architectural overview of the Bit4Eco Token, which is a

Binance Smart Chain secure and resistant blockchain. Bit4Eco Token incorporates

cutting-edge advances in cryptography and to provide a unique solution in the

blockchain space to deliver the highest level of security to the digital assets residing

therein.

Disclosure: The information described in this paper is preliminary and subject to change

at any time. Furthermore, this paper may contain forward-looking statements.
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Introduction:

Welcome to the Bit4Eco Token Whitepaper, where we introduce an innovative approach

to promoting ecological literacy and sustainability through blockchain technology.

Bit4Eco is a token built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), designed to incentivize

eco-conscious behaviours while supporting environmental initiatives. With a maximum

supply of 10,000,000,000 tokens, Bit4Eco aims to empower individuals, organisations,

and institutions to contribute to a greener and more sustainable future.

Token Information:

- Contract Address: 0x125E739e62cD044709578Ba1Be2cb59D66603C4B

- Name: Bit4Eco

- Symbol: B4E

- Total Supply: 10,000,000,000

- Decimals: 18

- Reward Token: BNB

- Reward Fee: 1%

- Minimum HOLD: 100,000 B4E (required for holders to receive rewards)

- Marketing Fee: 1%
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Team:

The Bit4Eco team is comprised of individuals with diverse backgrounds and expertise,

united by a shared passion for environmental sustainability:

Carlos Canadas -CFO/Lead Developer/Blockchain Architect and Co-founder of BIT4ECO,

is a professional with a solid background and expertise, having developed a career

spanning telecommunications and digital television over the years. He possesses

experience in implementing digital video encryption, notably in systems such as

digichipher for ATSC and Nagra for DVB-C.

In 2009, Carlos Canadas ventured into forex trading, later becoming a professional

trader. He co-founded Trendcap Investments, where he managed and traded accounts

for various VIP clients, demonstrating his ability to make strategic financial decisions.

In 2016, driven by his interest in innovation and the financial market, Carlos Canadas

began exploring cryptocurrencies, dedicating time and resources to researching and

investing in this constantly evolving sector. His pursuit of impactful and sustainable

projects led to the conception of Bit4Eco, a venture aimed at addressing environmental

and ecological issues in a tangible manner in the real world.

As a passionate entrepreneur, Carlos Canadas is committed to leveraging his experience

in technology and finance to create innovative solutions that not only seek financial

success but also make positive contributions to the environment and society as a whole.

Born in Portugal, in the beautiful city of Lisbon, Carlos Canadas has lived in various

countries, including Trinidad and Tobago, the United Kingdom, and France, which has

enriched his international perspective and experience.
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Rui Pinho - CEO and Co-founder of BIT4ECO, an innovative entrepreneur with expertise

in digital areas such as web design, UX/UI design, and advanced marketing strategies,

including influencer and digital marketing.

With a solid background in computer science and years of experience in design and

digital marketing, Rui Pinho is determined to bring a new approach to the

cryptocurrency industry, combining his technical knowledge with a deep concern for

environmental sustainability.

By spearheading the creation of Bit4Eco, a cryptocurrency committed to eco-friendly

practices, Rui merges his technical expertise with his passion for environmental

preservation. Through efficient blockchain technologies and environmentally sustainable

mining methods, Bit4Eco aims to significantly reduce the environmental impact

associated with cryptocurrency mining.

Furthermore, Rui's marketing strategy for Bit4Eco will focus on raising awareness of

environmental issues and educating about the importance of adopting sustainable

practices in the cryptocurrency sector. With innovative marketing initiatives and

strategic partnerships with environmental organisations, Rui is determined to position

BIT4ECO as a pioneer in integrating ecological values into the cryptocurrency industry.

His mission is crystal clear: to leverage blockchain technology to drive environmental

sustainability, promote positive change in the cryptocurrency sector, and leave a lasting

legacy of positive environmental impact for future generations.

Paulo Mendes - CMO and Co-founder of BIT4ECO, entrepreneur with a legal background

and a passion for ecology.

After years devoted to the animal cause working as an animal advocate and involved in

volunteer work to fight for animal and environmental causes is now set to bring his

values to the world of finance and cryptocurrency.

Committed to a sustainable crypto future, bridging law and environmental

consciousness for a brighter digital landscape.
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He is driven by a deep passion for animals, nature and making the world a better place.

With a digital marketing background and legal knowledge, he is equipped to navigate the

complexities of both the cryptocurrency world and environmental advocacy.

The mission is clear: to implement values of sustainability and contribute to saving the

world using cryptocurrencies making a positive impact and leaving a lasting legacy of

change.

Cleverson Vieira - CTO and Co-founder of BIT4ECO is a determined and passionate

professional, with extensive experience in areas such as PHP and JavaScript. Although

his educational background and previous professional experience have not directly

focused on blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, he brings a solid foundation of

technical skills and a continuous learning mindset to the Bit4Eco project.

He has advanced programming skills, especially PHP, and is continually expanding his

knowledge of blockchain and cryptography technologies. Although his specific

experience in smart contract development is limited, Cleverson is confident in his ability

to quickly assimilate new concepts and apply them effectively.

Cleverson recognizes the importance of ensuring that Bit4Eco is scalable and capable of

handling a large volume of transactions. He is committed to exploring performance

optimization strategies and collaborating with experts to ensure our network operates

efficiently and reliably.

He is committed to ensuring that Bit4Eco is compatible with other cryptocurrencies and

traditional financial systems, enabling greater integration and utility. Cleverson is willing

to explore solutions that promote interoperability and facilitate the adoption of bit4eco

in different contexts.

He will work closely with the marketing team to actively involve the community in the

evolution and promotion of bit4eco. Additionally, he is committed to providing robust

and responsive technical support to cryptocurrency users, ensuring a positive and

satisfactory experience for everyone involved.
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Cleverson's vision for Bit4Eco is to position it as a leading cryptocurrency that promotes

sustainability and environmental awareness. He is excited to explore innovative ways to

integrate sustainable practices and environmental solutions into our platform,

differentiating us in the cryptocurrency space and driving our long-term positive impact.
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Mission:

To provide a cutting-edge cryptocurrency that not only optimises transactions but also

fosters positive environmental impact. We aim to reward individuals, NGOs, and

companies dedicated to environmental stewardship.

Vision:

Empowering a sustainable future where financial prosperity coexists with environmental

well-being.

Purpose:

Bit4Eco stands as a catalyst for change, inspiring and supporting actions that benefit the

environment. We are committed to partnering with individuals, NGOs, and companies

striving to make a difference. Our goal is to create a platform that actively contributes to

a healthier planet by recognizing and rewarding those who share our vision. Join us in

building a sustainable financial ecosystem that makes a meaningful impact on our world!
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Statement of Intent:

Bit4Eco is committed to leading initiatives to protect the environment and promote

sustainability. Our goal is to make significant contributions to nature preservation and

wildlife protection through strategic partnerships with organizations dedicated to these

causes.

As part of this commitment, we are dedicated to allocating financial resources and

expertise to support associations actively engaged in environmental conservation and

animal welfare such as the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Greenpeace, The

Nature Conservancy, Sierra Club, Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), Rainforest Alliance,

National Geographic Society, Conservation International, Natural Resources Defense

Council (NRDC), The Audubon Society, World Resources Institute (WRI), and UN

Environment Programme (UNEP). Through our partnerships with these esteemed

organizations, we seek to strengthen their missions and expand their positive impact on

a global scale.

We are determined to play a significant role in environmental protection, and we invite

all those who share this vision to join us in this important work. Together, we can make a

difference and create a more sustainable future for generations to come.

In addition, we are open to collaborating with other associations that share similar goals

and encourage them to reach out to Bit4Eco. We are eager to extend our support to

worthy causes aligned with our mission.
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Core Values:
Transparency:We operate with full transparency in all our operations, from tokenomics

to governance, promoting trust and understanding within the community.

Collaboration:We encourage active participation from community members, fostering

collaboration towards mutual benefit and sustainable environmental development.

Innovation:We constantly strive to push the boundaries of what is possible in the

environmental field, driving innovative solutions for carbon footprint reduction and

planet preservation.

Integrity:We uphold the highest ethical standards in all our interactions, building an

environment of trust and mutual respect.

Features:

1. Ecological Literacy Game:

Bit4Eco will launch an engaging educational game focused on environmental topics.

Players will earn B4E tokens as rewards for participating and demonstrating their

ecological knowledge.

2. CustomWallet:

We are developing a dedicated wallet for Bit4Eco tokens, providing users with a secure

and user-friendly platform to manage their B4E holdings.

3. Institutional Payment Integration:
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Bit4Eco will facilitate token payments for ecological institutions, enabling them to receive

contributions and support from token holders.

4. Rewards and Fees:

Holders of Bit4Eco tokens will receive rewards in BNB, incentivizing long-term holding. A

1% marketing fee will be allocated to promote the growth and adoption of Bit4Eco.
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Tokenomics:

Token Allocation Categories Percentage Total Tokens

Team 15% 1500000000

Partners/Influencers 20% 2000000000

Marketing 10% 1000000000

Airdrop 5% 500000000

Donations for Ecology 10% 1000000000

Presales & Liquidity 40% 4000000000

TOTAL 100% 10000000000
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Security and Reliability

At Bit4eco, we are committed to providing our customers with a secure and reliable

platform for purchasing tokens. We understand the importance of security in digital

transactions and have adopted best practices and validated technologies to ensure the

integrity and confidentiality of all operations.

Robust Infrastructure: Our site is hosted on a highly trusted service provider in Portugal,

ensuring high availability and consistent performance. With regular backups, we ensure

data integrity and recovery, protecting against accidental or malicious data loss.

Secure and Diverse Payment Options: For financial transactions, we utilize the 'Depay

Payments for WooCommerce' plugin, an advanced solution for cryptocurrency

payments that provides a decentralized and secure payment experience. This diversity

of payment options not only facilitates user convenience but also reinforces our ability to

securely accommodate a broad range of payment preferences.

Blockchain Technology: The foundation of our token offering, Bit4eco, is firmly anchored

in blockchain technology, known for its robustness and resistance to fraud. The

transparency and immutability of the blockchain ensure that each transaction is securely

and indelibly recorded, enhancing trust in our system.

Compliance and Constant Updates: We are constantly updating with legal norms and

best practices in digital security. Adopting international security standards is a priority

that is reflected in all facets of our work.

Dedicated Support: To ensure our customers' peace of mind, we provide specialized

technical support to assist with any issues related to the use of our platform.

By choosing Bit4eco, our customers can be assured of transacting on a platform that not

only uses cutting-edge technologies but also values and protects their information and

investments. Our commitment is to transparency and security, and we are dedicated to

building long-term relationships based on trust and excellence.
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Roadmap:

- PHASE 1

- Launch of Bit4Eco token on Binance Smart Chain.

- Social Network Configuration

- Website Development

- Partnerships

- Marketing

- Pre sale

- PHASE 2

- Fair Launch

- DEX and CEX Listing

- CoinGecko Listing

- CoinMarketCap Listing

- More Partnerships

- Giveaways/Contests/Airdrops

- PHASE 3

- Continuous development and enhancement of Bit4Eco platform.
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- Expansion into global markets and integration with other blockchain ecosystems.

- Collaboration with environmental NGOs and initiatives to drive real-world impact.

- Implementation of institutional payment integration.

- Marketing and promotion campaigns to increase token adoption.

- Expansion of partnerships with ecological organisations.
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Conclusion:

Bit4Eco represents a pioneering effort to leverage blockchain technology for

environmental conservation and sustainability. By incentivizing eco-friendly behaviours

and supporting ecological initiatives, Bit4Eco aims to empower individuals and

institutions to make a positive impact on the planet. Join us in our mission to build a

more sustainable future for generations to come.
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